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After a disastrous field
day competition at
school, Greg decides that
when it comes to his
athletic career, he's
officially retired. But
after his mom urges him
to give sports one more
chance, he reluctantly
agrees to sign up for
basketball. Tryouts are
a mess, and Greg is
sure he won't make the
cut. But he
unexpectedly lands a
spot on the worst team.
As Greg and his new
teammates start the
season, their chances of
winning even a single
game look slim. But in
sports, anything can
happen. When everything
is on the line and the
ball is in Greg's hands,
will he rise to the
occasion? Or will he blow
his big shot?

"Jack loves his childhood
toy, Dur Pig. DP has
always been there for
him, through good and
bad. Until one Christmas
Eve something terrible
happens -- DP is lost.
But Christmas Eve is a
night for miracles and
lost causes, a night
when all things can come
to life... even toys. And
Jack's newest toy -- the
Christmas Pig (DP's
replacement) -- has a
daring plan: Together
they'll embark on a
magical journey to seek
something lost, and to
save the best friend
Jack has ever known.."

In this story inspired by
Jules Verne's "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea,"
Ana Dakkar, a freshman
at Harding-Pencroft
Academy, a five-year
high school that
graduates the best
marine scientists, naval
warriors, navigators, and
underwater explorers in
the world, makes
astounding discoveries
about her heritage and
puts her leadership skills
to the test against
deadly enemies from a
rival school.

Growing up in 1943
war-torn England,
thirteen-year-old Alice
and her older sister
Louise are members of
a centuries-old spy clan,
but when Louise decides
to spy for the enemy,
their bond is changed
forever.



In the summer of 1987 in
Venice, California,
ten-year-old Bug and
her new friend Frankie
learn important lessons
about life, family, being
your true self, and how
to navigate in a world
that is not always just
or fair.

"Princess Devin didn't
come to Royal Academy
for fame, glory, or a
crown. All she's ever
wanted is to be a
Magical Creature
Caretaker. Just when
Devin gets up the
courage to ask about
following her passion,
disaster strikes. The evil
Rumpelstiltskin and Alva
cast a curse that nearly
destroys Enchantasia, a
new villain is on the rise,
and the students of
Royal Academy find
they now have to share
their castle with the
delinquents from the
notorious Fairy Tale
Reform School. Devin
feels stuck--how can
she think about going her
own way when her
kingdom clearly needs
her now more than
ever?"

Follows a twelve-year-old
boy, his free-thinking
father, and the
puppy-training pamphlet
that turns their summer
upside down.

When a mysterious mob
sneaks past the village's
defenses, Mal and her
friends defy the rules
and set out beyond
Cornucopia's walls for
the first time.



On the run from her latest
bank robbery, Scarlett
McCain comes to the
rescue of Albert Browne,
the sole survivor of a
horrific accident, and soon
learns he may be the
most dangerous threat of
all.

When King Jaron
returned to Carthya he
brought with him a
device that supposedly
shows the way to a
great treasure, but now
everything is going wrong:
Castor, the son of an
old enemy, is conspiring
against him and wants
the throne for himself,
his fiancée, Imogen,
seems to have turned
against him, and the
Prozarian Monarch has
invaded his kingdom and
taken Jaron's castle--but
Jaron has a lot of
experience at hiding and
escaping, and he is not
willing to leave Carthya
or Imogen in the hands
of his enemies.

Your adventurous
Grandmother Dolores
makes you and your
family the unlikely
stewards of her Time
Travel Inn in rural
Wisconsin. You move from
Florida to Wisconsin with
hopes of investigating more
about the inn, and your
grandmother’s
disappearance, but quickly
learn the inn is an
epicenter for time travel
research gone awry.

The Strong family is
having a reunion in New
Orleans, and
twelve-year-old Tristan
is supposed to be
keeping an eye on his
younger cousin Terrance
when several things
happen at once: he sees
his archenemy, King
Cotton, and a
mysterious girl grabs his
magic cellphone--her
name is Seraphine, and
she seems to know
everything about Tristan
and the god Anansi
(currently inhabiting the
cellphone), and she has
a mission for Tristan,
one that is going lead to
a final confrontation with
haint King Cotton.



"From newspapers to
Nickelodeon, Phoebe and
Her Unicorn is the most
stunning unicorn feature
around! This latest
collection of Phoebe
comics will delight middle
grade readers and unicorn
lovers of all ages"


